
I have spent the past couple of weeks organizing my thoughts and contemporary data into the attached deck of where I think the
housing and mortgage markets stand today and their risks to the macro economy and consumer going forward.

•    The past 2.5-years has not ushered in a “durable”, fundamental recovery
in which end-users buy “homes” for shelter.  Rather, a stimulus-
induced, unorthodox demand cycle in which an inordinate number of
“houses” have been purchased for spec or bond-replacement.

•
•    Historical house price appreciation over the past 2.5-years without a

meaningful or durable increase in sales volume, expansion of
residential credit, or increase in wages.

•
•    Housing responds well to stimulus for a period of time, as evidenced by

the great exotic-loan stimulus bubble of 2003-07;  QE1/the Homebuyer
Tax-Credit demand spurt of 2009/10; and finally the Twist /QE3
bubblette of 2011-14. 

•
•    Like the previous two, the Twist/QE3 stimulus-driven demand cycle has

exhausted and housing must now rely heavily on the average “end-
user” for broad support. 

•
•    Demand destruction and rising supply are predominant features of

stimulus-induced demand cycle exhaustion and froth and are leading
the sector into its third stimulus “hangover” – or, “reset to end-user
fundamentals” -- in seven years.

•
•    Housing finally returning to structural consolidation trend disrupted when

Fed went nuclear in 2011.
•
•    Several years of mortgage related consumer and spending tailwinds --

mortgage mods, HELOC draw periods, and refi boomettes -- turn into
stiff headwinds for next several years

I am happy to discuss the data or ideas on a scheduled call.  
 
 
Best Regards,

Mark Hanson

www.MHanson.com  
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